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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You use RMAN with a recovery catalog to back up your database.
The backups and the archived redo log files are backed up to
media daily. Because of a media failure, the entire database
along with the recovery catalog database is lost.
Examine the steps required to recover the database:
1.Restore an autobackup of the server parameter file.
2.Restore the control file.

3. Start up the database instance in nomount state.
4.Mount the database.
5.Restore the data files.
6.Open the database with the resetlogs option.
7.Recover the data files.
8.Set DBID for the database.
Identify the required steps in the correct order.
A. 8, 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6
B. 8, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6
C. 1, 8, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6
D. 1, 3, 2, 4, 8, 5, 6, 7
E. 8, 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
MPA features are intended to make application writing and
porting easy by using a common architecture across MPA enabled
mobile computers. Which of the following components are primary
elements of the Mobile Platform Architecture (select THREE)?
A. Operating System Interface
B. Serial Interface
C. Memory Interface
D. IrDA Interface
E. Embedded Data Capture Interface
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which layer in the hierarchical model is known as the backbone
that glues together all the elements of the campus
architecture?
A. core
B. distribution
C. architecture
D. access
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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